By upgrading RICOH GR III (ver.1.20), the following functions are added.

**Grain Effect Setting**
You can now set the [Grain Effect] setting in the monotone settings in the [Image Control].
You can set [Monotone], [Soft Monotone], [Hard Monotone] and [Hi-Contrast B & W]
Setting example:
Select in order of [Still image setting] => [Image Process Settings] => [Image control] => [Monotone].

Select the [Grain Effect] with the up and down keys and set the strength of the effect.
- OFF
- 1 : Weak
- 2 : Medium
- 3 : Strong

**Horizon Correction**
The automatic horizon correction will be available.
Set with [Still image setting] => [Shooting Assist] => [Horizon Correction].
By turning it on, the left and right tilt during shooting is automatically corrected.
Set "On" or "Off" with the up and down keys.
(The default setting is "Off".)

About correction range
- When Shake Reduction is "On" : Correction up to 1.0 degree is possible.
- When Shake Reduction is "Off" : Correction up to 1.5 degree is possible.